THE SONGWRITING CLUB SONGS
LYRICS AND UKE CHORDS
BOOK TWO

It’s time to sing! Here are lyrics and chords for
the songs in Sing with Me, Lucy McGee.
If you are learning how to play the ukulele,
the chords are included. Tips are on the last page.
You can also find more tips on my videos.
You can hear the recordings on this link:
www.maryamato.com/lucy-songs/.
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THE HOWL SONG (SIMPLE VERSION)
Key of C: Chord is C
Let loose and really howl!

Words and Music by Mary Amato

C

I want to stay in my closet right now.
I want to stay in my closet and howl.
Everyone will hear me and say, “Wow, oh wow.
We feel sorry for that kid in the closet.”
Aawooo!
Aawooo!
I want to stay in my closet and howl.
Don’t try and make me come out.
Don’t cheer me up, ‘cause I won’t allow it.
Just feel sorry for the kid in the closet.
Aawooo!
Aawooo!
Aawooo!
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THE HOWL SONG (ADVANCED VERSION)
Words and Music by Mary Amato
Key of C
Here’s how to play the single-note “walk down” that you hear in the recording. You are not strumming a
chord. You’re playing one note at at time (G, F#, F, E). Pluck only the string that your finger is on. Pluck
each note one at a time on an even beat.

I want to stay in my closet right now.
I want to stay in my closet and howl.
Everyone’ll hear me & say, “Wow, oh wow.
We feel sorry for that kid in the closet.”
Aawoooooo! •
(Keep doing the same “walk-down” all the way through until the last howl.)
•
I want to stay in my closet and howl.
Don’t try and make me come out.
Don’t cheer me up, ‘cause I won’t allow it.
Just feel sorry for the kid in the closet.
Aawooooooooooooo! Aawooooooo! Aawooooooo!
(To play the end, play these notes on the uke G, F, Eb, D, C. Notice that you’re playing the first two notes
on the E string and the last three notes on the C string.

•

• • •
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HAIR WITH FLAIR JINGLE
Words and Music by Mary Amato
Key of G: Chords are G6, Gdim7, C6, D7
Don’t be scared off by the chord names. You can learn these cool, jazz chords.

™

Is your hair a nightmare?

+

¶™

I care about hair! I repair hair! Oooh.

™

I dare to take the

+

¶™

scare right out of your hair! Oooh.

™

I’ll turn it into hair with flair!

™

With your brand new hair I declare

¶

™

You’ll feel like a millionaire!”
If you want to play the high chord at the very end of the recording, it’s a G6 played on the 7th fret.
To play it, press your index finger across all four strings on the 7th fret.
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THE TOGETHER SONG
Words and Music by Mary Amato

Key of A: Chords are A, D, E.
To make the E chord easier, just strum the three strings that your fingers are on.

A

D

One duck floating in a pond is nice to see.

A

But a flock floating together is sweeter than sweet.

D

D

D

A

The more we float together, the more we float together, the more the merrier we’ll be.

A

D

A lion roaming all alone might want to cry.

A

But if her friends all join her, she’s got her pride.

D

D

D

A

The more we roam together, the more we roam together, the more the merrier we’ll be.

A

D

A dolphin swimming solo is so odd.

A

But they have way more fun swimming in a pod.

D

D

D

A

The more we swim together, the more we swim together, the more the merrier we’ll be.

D

D

D

D

Fish love a school. Horses love a team. Wolves love a pack. That’s what they need.

Happy little clams love a bed in the sea. Everybody loves good company.
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A

D

Somehow you+you+me equals more than three.

A

‘cause when we sing together, we sing joyfully.

D

D

D

D

D

D

A

The more we sing together, the more we sing together, the more the merrier we’ll be.

The more we sing together, the more we sing together, the more the merrier

A

(Pause)
we’ll be.

The snazzy, jazzy ending on the recording is this:

D

The more the merrier

A

we’ll be.

A

Tip: To make the Ab7 chord easier, play the G7 and slide it up one fret, keeping your fingers in the same
position and your fingers on the strings. Just play the strings that your fingers are on.
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WHEN I’M HOME
Words and Music by Mary Amato
Key of A: Chords are A, Dsus2, E
To make the E chord easier, just strum the three strings that your fingers are on.

A

When I feel sad and shivery, home is where I want to be

A

A

There’s where I know I belong— me and my family.

&

A&

A

Oh, when I’m home. Oh, when I’m home.

&

&

A

So much can happen in an ordinary day. I know that when I’m home I’ll be okay.

A

Though our clothes are kind of worn out, torn right where they shouldn’t be,

A

A

and our hair’s a mess—nothing fancy’s fine with me.

&

A&

A

Oh, when I’m home. Oh, when I’m home.

&

&

A

So much can happen in an ordinary day. I know that when I’m home I’ll be okay.

A

Inside jokes and made-up games and noisy laugh-out-louds.

A

A

Sometimes we hug so hard we knock each other down.
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REPEAT THE CHORUS.
On the recording, the song ends by playing these three chords:

&

A

If you’re singing with a friend, you can add the descant.
A descant is a different melody (and different words) sung on top of the main one.
Home Sweet Home, oh oh
Home Sweet Home, oh oh
Home Sweet Home, oh oh
Home is where I want to go. There I’ll be okay.
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NEED HELP?
HOW CAN I PLAY AND SING AT THE SAME TIME?
Try this four-step plan.
1. Sing the whole song without playing.
2. Play the whole song strumming with your right hand to get the rhythm. Don’t worry about
making a chord with your left hand.
3. Play the whole song all the way through just strumming the first chord. Don’t worry about
changing chords. It will sound funny, but that’s okay.
4. Finally, play the whole song changing chords.
Go slowly. Remember, it may not sound great when you’re just learning, but that’s okay.

WHICH FINGERS SHOULD I USE?
There is no rule, but getting in the habit of using certain fingers on certain chords can make it easier.

WHAT IF I’M PLAYING THE RIGHT CHORDS ON THE UKULELE, BUT THEY DON’T
SOUND RIGHT?
Make sure you are in tune. Your ukulele strings should be tuned to G

C

E

A

Check out my videos posted on the Lucy McGee Songs page:
https://www.maryamato.com/lucy-songs/
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